
 

 

 

Bloomz 

In order to track the behavior trends of 

your child, please download the Bloomz 

app! This app will also be used by both 

your child’s teacher as well as the school to 

communicate with you on a regular basis. 

Choose your weather! 

In order to adhere to the guidelines 

established under the Ohio Department of 

Education’s Positive Behavioral 

Interventions and Supports (PBIS), 

students have the opportunity to earn 

points, not lose them, each day. The 

following analogies will often be used to 

increase student understanding: 

3 points: Sunny 

2 points: Partly Cloudy 

1 point: Cloudy 

0 points: Stormy 

*In a 4th grade rotation, students can earn 

a maximum of two (2) points in each class, 

so a two-point award is considered 

“sunny”. 

*In a specials class, students will either 

earn one point (“sunny”) or zero points 

(“stormy”). 

 Go for the perfect day! 
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  Leadership Celebrations 

Each quarter, students will be given a 

point goal in which to accumulate points. 

Any student meeting or exceeding the 

behavior goal will be able to attend the 

Mifflin Leadership celebration. These 

events will be socially distanced as much 

as possible by grade level and allow the 

students to participate in the following: 

Quarter One: Bingo! 

Quarter Two: Directed Paint 

Quarter Three: Minute to Win It Games 

Quarter Four: Kickball vs. Teachers 

 

“To achieve goals you’ve 

never achieved before 

you need to start doing 

things you’ve never 

done before.”  

Stephen Covey 

  

Houses 

You can easily change the overall colors of 

the template with just a few clicks.  Go to 

the Design tab and click on Colors.  From 

the list of colors, you can choose a 

different color scheme.  As you hover over 

the different choices, you can see what the 

overall feel of the document will change 

with each different option. 

Changed the color and want to go back to 

the original design?  Easy!  Just go back 

to the Design tab and choose the Themes 

option.  From the list, click the option to 

reset the theme of this template.  And 

just like that, your document color 

scheme will be restored to its original! 

Students in K-3rd Grade: 

Students in these grade levels will earn 

points throughout three different parts of 

the day to earn a maximum of seven (7) 

daily points. Points are awarded as 

follows: 

AM: 0, 1, 2, or 3 points 

PM: 0, 1, 2, or 3 points 

Special: 0 or 1 point 

 

Students in 4th Grade: 

Students in these grade levels will earn 

points throughout four different parts of 

the day to earn a maximum of seven (7) 

daily points due to students switching 

classes for different subjects. Points are 

awarded as follows: 

Rotation One: 0, 1, or 2 points 

Rotation Two: 0, 1, or 2 points 

Rotation Three: 0, 1, or 2 points 

Special: 0 or 1 point 

 

 

 


